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anti-psychiatrists charge us with holding isanti-psychiatrists charge us with holding is

one that is never held in practice. Indeed,one that is never held in practice. Indeed,

it is perhaps a concept that one is disabusedit is perhaps a concept that one is disabused

of as one learns the complexity of mentalof as one learns the complexity of mental

illness and the limits of science. Harre’sillness and the limits of science. Harré’s

chapter is a fascinating meta-account ofchapter is a fascinating meta-account of

the discourses and grammars used whenthe discourses and grammars used when

mental illness is discussed, and how themental illness is discussed, and how the

file-selves of psychiatric records come intofile-selves of psychiatric records come into

being and the use they are put to.being and the use they are put to.

The volume contains many thought-The volume contains many thought-

provoking and worthwhile contributions,provoking and worthwhile contributions,

with little overlap of content, and allwith little overlap of content, and all

of them deserve detailed consideration.of them deserve detailed consideration.

It serves as an amazing achievement ofIt serves as an amazing achievement of

conceptual rigor in thinking aboutconceptual rigor in thinking about

schizophrenia.schizophrenia.
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Colin Murray Parkes’ seminal bookColin Murray Parkes’ seminal book Be-Be-

reavement: Studies of Grief in Adult Lifereavement: Studies of Grief in Adult Life,,

published in 1972, provided us with acutelypublished in 1972, provided us with acutely

observed accounts of women’s response toobserved accounts of women’s response to

the untimely death of a spouse. The bookthe untimely death of a spouse. The book

became a classic. More than 30 years laterbecame a classic. More than 30 years later

Love and LossLove and Loss provides further rich in-provides further rich in-

sights into the reactions of those who aresights into the reactions of those who are

bereaved. The ideas that Colin Murraybereaved. The ideas that Colin Murray

Parkes knits together go beyond descriptionParkes knits together go beyond description

to propose an explanation, rooted into propose an explanation, rooted in

attachment theory, for the nature of com-attachment theory, for the nature of com-

plicated responses to bereavement. Theplicated responses to bereavement. The

thinking expounded here is destined tothinking expounded here is destined to

become part of the accepted fabric of thosebecome part of the accepted fabric of those

working in this field and will undoubtedlyworking in this field and will undoubtedly

prompt continuing debate and furtherprompt continuing debate and further

research.research.

The volume takes the reader, step byThe volume takes the reader, step by

step, on a journey that provokes us to con-step, on a journey that provokes us to con-

sider the complex connections betweensider the complex connections between

childhood attachment patterns, parentalchildhood attachment patterns, parental

nurturance, intimate relationships betweennurturance, intimate relationships between

adults and responses to bereavement. Theadults and responses to bereavement. The

combination of Parkes’ own research data,combination of Parkes’ own research data,

clinical case examples and ideas from theclinical case examples and ideas from the

wider body of knowledge make for awider body of knowledge make for a

multi-faceted and full-bodied text. The clin-multi-faceted and full-bodied text. The clin-

ical examples bring the ideas to life, demon-ical examples bring the ideas to life, demon-

strating lifespan and intergenerationalstrating lifespan and intergenerational

influences, and make these transparent forinfluences, and make these transparent for

the professional and non-professionalthe professional and non-professional

reader alike.reader alike.

The author does not flinch from ventur-The author does not flinch from ventur-

ing into sensitive areas. Not only is it trickying into sensitive areas. Not only is it tricky

to research the grief of bereavement but thisto research the grief of bereavement but this

volume also threads its way into the labyr-volume also threads its way into the labyr-

inths of love. The material is conveyed withinths of love. The material is conveyed with

characteristic compassion and reflexivity.characteristic compassion and reflexivity.

The writing demonstrates tremendous re-The writing demonstrates tremendous re-

spect for those whose early life experiencespect for those whose early life experience

distorts their ability to trust and leavesdistorts their ability to trust and leaves

them struggling in the wake of loss.them struggling in the wake of loss.

The research study at the centre of theThe research study at the centre of the

book has limitations in its sample andbook has limitations in its sample and

methodology. Standardised measures ofmethodology. Standardised measures of

attachment, grief and psychiatric symptom-attachment, grief and psychiatric symptom-

atology would have enhanced the validityatology would have enhanced the validity

of the results. Some of the novel messagesof the results. Some of the novel messages

of the book are based more on convictionof the book are based more on conviction

drawn from thoughtful analysis and clinicaldrawn from thoughtful analysis and clinical

experience rather than being fully sup-experience rather than being fully sup-

ported by valid research data. However,ported by valid research data. However,

this is the very delight of this volume.this is the very delight of this volume.

Parkes has an unequalled store of knowledgeParkes has an unequalled store of knowledge

and experience. His thinking continues toand experience. His thinking continues to

develop and he has a wide overview of thedevelop and he has a wide overview of the

territory. The book deserves to be readterritory. The book deserves to be read

not for watertight evidence-based conclu-not for watertight evidence-based conclu-

sions but for inspiration from the insightssions but for inspiration from the insights

that can only come from open-minded ana-that can only come from open-minded ana-

lysis of extensive clinical experience.lysis of extensive clinical experience.
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